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on the field There was an end of the matter for the time, and
the Marwarees returned home The power of the British has
prevented the Wulasun people from balancing the feud since,
but they say that whenever that power shall be withdrawn
they will have their revenge upon Mondeytee
In \ d 1820 the last of a collateral line of the Chohan clan
died, and his villages were claimed by Raja Gumbheer Singh,
on the ground that as they had been granted separately from
the estate of Mondeytee they should now revert to the crown
Jhalum Singh, however, refused his consent to tins arrange-
ment, and threatened to go out in rebellion It was about
this time that Colonel Ballantine was engaged in settling the
Eedur country Jhalum Singh was confined by him, and
regained his liberty four months after on condition of resign-
ing the disputed estate, making other concessions to the raja,
and giving security for his good behaviour during the next
ten years *•
1 The following occurs in a general report by Colonel Ballantine,
dated ' Sadra, 15th October, 1822 '—
' Tho conduct of this chief (Jhalum Singh, of Mondeytee) was brought
' to the notice of government in my report of 7th April last, and his
' defection proved The chief has since compromised his differences
' with Eedur by fine, and has been restored, and has received his puttah
' afresh. Each puttawut has his zillayuts, whose footing is the same
' as his own with the raja They enjoy lands for service, and have, of
' course, been included in these arrangements. In this puttah are four
' zillayuts, but the lands of the zillayuts are also the gift of Eedur, and
4 therefore obtain a similar claim and footing (a»c ong ) It is thus
 *	accounted for —On the establishment of the present dynasty the
' ancestors of the present zillayuts were the followers, relations, or
' partisans, of the raja's puttawuts, and received from Eedur provision
' lands under virtually similar tenure   The puttawut cannot dispossess,
' but commands the services of, his zillayuts, and the only distinction
' is, they render separate securities to their immediate snpenors, who
' are thereby distinctly responsible for them.       This chief is allied to
 *	Gumbheor Singh    His daughter is manned to Oomed Singh, the heir
' apparent, but the connection seems rather to have produced discord
' than union    Jhalum Singh is himself married to the daughter of the
' How of Pol, and has by her a son, his heir, Soorujmul.   The son and
' mother have been long at variance with him    For some time they
' took refuge at Eedur, and Gumbheer Singh appears to have interested
' himself to obtain Soorujmul and his mother a subsistence with no avail
'Jhalum Singh resented this, and was actually going into rebellion

